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by Phase Reorganization of Cortical Oscillations
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Speech and vocal sounds are at the core of human communication. Cortical processing of these sounds critically depends on behavioral
demands. However, the neurocomputational mechanisms enabling this adaptive processing remain elusive. Here we examine the task-
dependent reorganization of electroencephalographic responses to natural speech sounds (vowels /a/, /i/, /u/) spoken by three speakers
(two female, one male) while listeners perform a one-back task on either vowel or speaker identity. We show that dynamic changes of
sound-evoked responses and phase patterns of cortical oscillations in the alpha band (8 –12 Hz) closely reflect the abstraction and
analysis of the sounds along the task-relevant dimension. Vowel categorization leads to a significant temporal realignment of responses
to the same vowel, e.g., /a/, independent of who pronounced this vowel, whereas speaker categorization leads to a significant temporal
realignment of responses to the same speaker, e.g., speaker 1, independent of which vowel she/he pronounced. This transient and
goal-dependent realignment of neuronal responses to physically different external events provides a robust cortical coding mechanism
for forming and processing abstract representations of auditory (speech) input.
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Introduction
Human speech conveys linguistic content and speaker-specific
voice information with crucial relevance in our daily life. Depen-
dent on the current behavioral goal, we may choose to focus our
attention on either of these types of information. Such adaptive
behavior requires a computational mechanism that enables dif-
ferent (abstract) representations of the same acoustic input. The
neural implementation of this mechanism remains unknown and
is examined in the present study by analyzing electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) responses during task-dependent categorization
of the same speech stimuli into phonemes or speakers.

Cortical processing of voice (Belin et al., 2000) and speech
(Binder et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2000) may rely on distinct systems
in the superior temporal cortex. The temporal dynamics of these
systems has been studied with EEG and magnetoencephalogra-
phy (MEG), mostly by separately addressing the two dimensions.
Preattentive discrimination of voices (Titova and Näätänen,
2001; Beauchemin et al., 2006) and the extraction of acoustic–
phonetic speech features (Näätänen et al., 1997; Poeppel et al.,
1997; Obleser et al., 2004b) unfold within 100 –200 ms. The prod-
uct of these computations may lead to the formation of interme-
diate representations, such as phonemes, that are invariant to
changes in the acoustic input and that can be used for further

linguistic processing (McClelland and Elman, 1986; Norris and
McQueen, 2008). A plausible neural mechanism that enables this
abstraction, however, has not been demonstrated.

Here we examine EEG responses elicited by three phonemes
(vowels) spoken by three speakers (Fig. 1), while listeners per-
formed one-back tasks on either vowel or speaker identity (vowel
and speaker task). Because they may reflect complementary as-
pects of neural processing (Makeig et al., 2002; Klimesch et al.,
2007b), we report both event-related potential (ERP) and oscil-
latory responses. We hypothesize that the task-dependent cate-
gorization of speech sounds into vowels or speakers relies on
distinctive phase patterns of cortical oscillations. This hypothesis
is based on findings in several areas of research. Animal research
indicates that cortical oscillations are at the basis of object per-
ception and mediate selective enhancement of relevant stimulus
information (Engel et al., 2001; Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001).
Theoretical work suggests that transient stimulus evoked oscilla-
tions are robust to irrelevant acoustic variations in the speech
signal and may provide a neural mechanism for speech percep-
tion (Hopfield and Brody, 2001). Furthermore, in humans, phase
patterns of cortical oscillations have been reported to discrimi-
nate the acoustic structure of spoken sentences (Ahissar et al.,
2001; Luo and Poeppel, 2007). According to our hypothesized
neural coding scheme (Fig. 2), task-dependent top-down pro-
cesses trigger a transient phase reorganization. We test this hy-
pothesis by computing two intertrial-phase-coherence (ITC)
measures from the EEG responses to our nine speech stimuli: (1)
the average ITC for each of the vowels, regardless of speakers
(ITC-vowel), and (2) the average ITC for each of the speakers,
regardless of vowels (ITC-speaker). We predict that the vowel
task aligns phases of neural responses to vowels regardless of
speakers (ITC-vowel � ITC-speaker) and the speaker task aligns
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phases of neural responses to speakers re-
gardless of vowels (ITC-speaker �
ITC-vowel).

Materials and Methods
Participants. Fourteen healthy Dutch-speaking
undergraduate students (8 females; 1 left
handed) participated in the study. None of the
participants had a history of hearing loss or
neurological abnormalities. Participants gave
their informed consent and received course
credits or payment for participation. Approval
for the study was granted by the Ethical Com-
mittee of the Faculty of Psychology at the Uni-
versity of Maastricht.

Stimuli. Stimuli were speech sounds consist-
ing of three natural Dutch vowels (/a/, /i/, and
/u/) spoken by three native Dutch speakers
(sp1: female, sp2: male, and sp3: female). To
introduce acoustic variability typical of natural
speech perception, for each vowel and for each
speaker we included three different tokens. For
instance, condition “a-sp1” included three dif-
ferent utterances of the vowel /a/ spoken by
speaker 1 (Fig. 1). Stimuli were digitized at a
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, D/A converted with
16 bit resolution, bandpass filtered (80 Hz to
10.5 kHz), downsampled to 22.05 kHz, and ed-
ited with PRAAT software (Boersma and
Weenink, 2002). Stimulus length was equalized
to 230 ms (original range 172–338 ms), by using
PSOLA (100 –300 Hz as extrema for the F0 con-
tour). We carefully checked our stimuli for pos-
sible alterations in F0 after length equalization
and did not find any detectable changes. Sound
intensity level was numerically equalized across
stimuli by matching RMS values. To avoid
acoustic transients (clicks) that would be cre-
ated by a sharp cutoff, stimuli were faded with
50 ms linear onset and offset ramps.

Experimental design and procedure. We inves-
tigated task dependent processing of our stim-
uli by comparing the processing of the nine
speech conditions (a-sp1, a-sp2, a-sp3, i-sp1,
i-sp2, i-sp3, u-sp1, u-sp2, u-sp3) during the
performance of two different tasks: (1) speaker
task and (2) vowel task. We also included a pas-
sive control condition (passive task), in which
subjects were instructed to listen to a random sequence of speech stimuli
while fixating a fixation cross in the center of a computer monitor. The
speaker task involved a one-back task on speaker identity, i.e., subjects
were instructed to press the space bar on the computer keyboard when-
ever the same speaker was repeated. During the vowel task, subjects
performed a one-back task on vowel identity. Because our task manipu-
lation served to trigger the processing of the same stimuli in a speaker
versus vowel modus and we did not aim to investigate response-related
activity, targets only occurred in 6.5% of the trials. Trials including tar-
gets and/or button presses (correct responses, omissions, and false posi-
tives) were not included in the EEG analysis. During the speaker and
vowel task the words “Person” and “Vowel” were presented in the center
of the computer monitor respectively.

Each of the three tasks involved two blocks and a total of 450 nontarget
trials (50 trials for each of the 9 speech conditions). Speaker and vowel
task blocks additionally included 16 target trials (total 32 targets per
task). Stimuli were presented binaurally through loudspeakers at a com-
fortable listening level. Stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) for two con-
secutive stimuli randomly varied between 3.0 and 3.5 s.

All subjects participated in two EEG sessions during which they per-

formed (1) two passive task blocks followed by two speaker task blocks
and (2) two passive task blocks followed by two vowel task blocks. The
order of the two sessions was counterbalanced between subjects with a
between session break of minimally 1 week (maximally 4 weeks). Only
the passive blocks of the first session were included in the analysis. Before
the speaker and vowel tasks, subjects performed a practice session to
make sure the tasks were understood and performed accurately.

Data recording and analysis. EEG data were recorded (0.01–100 Hz,
sampling rate 250 Hz) in a sound-attenuating and electrically shielded
room from 61 equidistant electrode positions (Easycap, montage no. 10)
relative to a left mastoid reference. An additional EOG electrode was
placed below the left eye. All electrode impedance levels (EEG and EOG)
were kept at �5 k�. Data were analyzed using the EEGLAB toolbox
(Delorme and Makeig, 2004) and custom Matlab scripts. Raw EEG data
were bandpass filtered (0.5–70 Hz), epoched from �1.0 to 1.5 s relative
to stimulus onset, and baseline corrected (1 s prestimulus interval). Re-
moval of artifacts was performed in two steps. First, the data were visually
inspected and epochs containing nonstereotypical artifacts including
high-amplitude, high-frequency muscle noise, swallowing, and electrode
cable movements, were rejected. Second, stereotypical artifacts, includ-
ing eye movements, eye blinks, and heart beat artifacts, were corrected

Figure 1. Stimuli and design. a, Spectrograms of one exemplar of each of the nine speech conditions. Stimuli consisted of three
vowels (/a/, /i/, /u/) pronounced by three speakers (speaker 1, 2, 3). b, F1/F2 formant values for all stimuli (3 utterances per vowel
for each speaker) and mean � SD pitch (F0) values for each of the three speakers.
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with extended INFOMAX ICA (Lee et al., 1999) as implemented in EE-
GLAB. ICA was performed separately for each task (speaker, vowel, pas-
sive), and each subject using function runica with default extended-
mode training parameters and a stopping weight change of 1 � 10 �7

(Delorme and Makeig, 2004). Because data were recorded at 62 channels
(61 EEG electrodes, 1 EOG electrode), runica decomposed the data in 62
component activations per task per subject. These component activa-
tions were categorized as EEG activity or nonbrain artifacts by visual
inspection of their scalp topographies, time courses, and frequency spec-
tra. Criteria for categorizing component activations as EEG activity in-
cluded (1) a scalp topography consistent with an underlying dipolar
source, (2) spectral peak(s) at typical EEG frequencies, and (3) regular
responses across single trials, i.e., an EEG response should not occur in
only a few trials (Delorme et al., 2004). Based on these criteria, compo-
nent activations representing nonbrain artifacts were removed, and EEG
data were reconstructed from the remaining component activations rep-
resenting brain activity. The reconstructed data were based on a mean
(SD) number of 23 (�4) EEG components per subject for the vowel task,
24 (�4) components for the speaker task, and 20 (�4) components for
the passive task. These data were baseline corrected (1 s prestimulus
interval) and used for further ERP and time–frequency analyses.

ERP measures included mean amplitudes in the N1 (90 –130 ms), P2
(170 –230 ms), and P340 (310 –370 ms) windows. Because an initial anal-
ysis of ERP data did not show effects of ERP latency, latency measures
were not included in the analysis. Amplitude measures of the N1, P2, and
P340 responses to each of our nine speech conditions were analyzed with
a repeated-measures ANOVA with task (speaker vs vowel task), vowel
(/a/, /i/, /u/), and speaker (sp1, sp2, sp3) as within-subjects factors. ERP
data of the passive task were not included in our ANOVA because the
present study was designed to compare the active modulation of speech
processing during the vowel versus speaker tasks and the passive task
merely served as a control condition. Furthermore, EEG responses elic-
ited during the passive task turned out to resemble those elicited during

the vowel task, and its inclusion would thus re-
duce the sensitivity of our analysis with respect
to our task modulation of interest. ANOVA re-
sults are reported using thresholded ( p � 0.05)
F-maps in which all electrodes were included
(see Fig. 3; supplemental Fig. 2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

The ANOVA did not show any significant
task-by-vowel-by-speaker interaction. We thus
considered the interaction between responses
elicited by our nine speech conditions in the
two active tasks. Focusing on this interaction
allowed us eliminating ERP differences due to
the physical differences between the sounds as
well as overall task effects, and thereby targeting
a more abstract level of stimulus representa-
tion. To illustrate the ERP effects (see Fig. 3), we
constructed two types of event-related averages
reflecting the two possible stimulus dimen-
sions: (1) “vowel ” averages, i.e., averages of the
ERP responses to the three vowels regardless of
speakers [e.g., ERP /a/ � (ERP a-sp1 � ERP
a-sp2 � ERP a-sp3)/3], and (2) “speaker” aver-
ages, i.e., averages of the ERP responses to the
three speakers regardless of vowels [e.g., ERP
speaker 1 � (ERP a-sp1 � ERP i-sp1 � ERP
u-sp1)/3]. Using post hoc t tests, we also ana-
lyzed pairwise stimulus differences for speaker
and vowel averages at a representative left-
temporal electrode.

The timing of oscillatory responses was in-
vestigated by computing intertrial phase coher-
ence (ITC) transforms using the EEGLAB tool-
box (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). ITC shows
the strength (0 –1) of phase locking of the EEG
signals to stimulus onset. We performed a trial-
by-trial time–frequency decomposition using

Hanning-windowed sinusoidal wavelets of 1 cycle at 2 Hz, rising linearly
to 20 cycles at 70 Hz with a data window length of 556 ms. The resultant
ITC transforms reveal intertrial coherence estimates for time/frequency
cells centered at (1.0 Hz, 9.7 ms) intervals. Using the same parameter
settings, we also computed event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP)
estimates. ERSP shows changes in spectral power (in decibels) from the
1000 ms prestimulus baseline.

We first computed average ITC and ERSP measures for the speaker,
vowel, and passive control task (see supplemental Fig. 3, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). To test our neural coding
scheme (Fig. 2), we subsequently analyzed the task-dependent phase
reorganizations of stimulus-locked oscillatory responses to physically
identical stimuli. We analyzed ITC measures in the theta (4 –7 Hz), alpha
(8 –12 Hz), beta (15–25 Hz), and gamma (30 – 40 Hz) bands, in the time
windows of interest as indicated by our ERP results, corresponding to the
N1, P2, and P340 intervals, and in the time window preceding the P340
interval (250 –310 ms). We computed two measures of ITC from the
same set of EEG data elicited by our nine speech conditions: (1) a “vowel
grouping” ITC reflecting the average intertrial phase coherence for each
of the vowels, regardless of speakers [ITC-vowel � (ITC /a/ � ITC /i/ �
ITC /u/)/3], and (2) a “speaker grouping” ITC reflecting the average
intertrial phase coherence for each of speakers, regardless of vowels [e.g.,
ITC-speaker � (ITC sp1 � ITC sp2 � ITC sp3)/3]. Note that both vowel
and speaker grouping ITC estimates include all recorded trials, the only
difference being the stimulus dimension across which these trials were
grouped for calculating estimates of response similarity. Furthermore, as
time–frequency decompositions are computed independently for each
trial, the overall oscillatory power (ERSP) for speaker and vowel group-
ing is identical. Speaker and vowel grouping ITCs were analyzed using a
repeated-measures ANOVA with task (speaker vs vowel task) and group-
ing (speaker vs vowel grouping) as within-subjects factors. Task modu-

Figure 2. Hypothesized neural coding scheme. The hypothesized mechanism relies on transient phase reorganizations of
stimulus-locked oscillatory responses. During initial stimulus-driven analysis each speech stimulus (vowels /a/, /i/, /u/; spoken by
speakers sp1, sp2, sp3) is assumed to be characterized by a unique pattern of neural responses (as indicated by tick marks). In a
subsequent time window, top-down task demands lead to a phase alignment of cortical oscillations such that neural responses
become more similar along the task-relevant stimulus dimension. Thus, the speaker task aligns phases for each of the speakers,
independent of the vowel that was pronounced (left part, top row), whereas the vowel task aligns phases for each of the vowels,
independent of who was speaking (right part, bottom row). Note that the top and bottom rows are schematic representations of
the same stimulus-evoked neural responses, only their arrangement changes (along speaker dimension in the top row; along
vowel dimension in the bottom row).
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lation of speaker versus vowel grouping ITCs as
well as hemispheric differences in these effects
were further analyzed with post hoc t tests.

Results
Behavioral responses
Behavioral responses were only required
in trials that contained targets (6.5% of tri-
als), corresponding to vowel repetition
(vowel task) or speaker repetition (speaker
task). Participants correctly performed
both the vowel task, 99.5 � 0.6% (mean �
SD) of all trials correct, and the speaker
task, 98.3 � 2.1% of all trials correct. Trials
including targets and/or button presses
(correct detections, omissions, and false
positives) were not included in the EEG
analysis.

Event-related potentials
In each of the three tasks speech stimuli
elicited a comparable sequence of typical
auditory P1 (	45 ms), N1 (	105 ms), and
P2 (	200 ms) responses (see supplemen-
tal Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). In the speaker
and vowel, but not in the passive task,
these responses were followed by a positive
ERP around 340 ms and a sustained activ-
ity that lasted until 	800 ms, reflecting the
additional cognitive demands posed by
both active tasks.

Topographic statistical maps of all
ANOVA results are illustrated in supple-
mental Figure 2 (available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Because none of the time windows showed
a significant task-by-vowel-by-speaker in-
teraction, we focused our further analyses
on main effects and two-way interactions,
and illustrate ERP effects with vowel (/a/,
/i/, /u/) and speaker (sp1, sp2, sp3) aver-
ages. Figure 3a illustrates ERP effects for
vowel and speaker averages at a represen-
tative left temporal electrode and topo-
graphic statistical maps of the task-by-
vowel and task-by-speaker interactions
(masked at p � 0.05, corresponding to
F(2,26) � 3.4). The early N1 and P2 win-
dows showed main effects of vowel (see supplemental Fig. 2,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), which
are reflected by the amplitude differences between vowel averages
(Fig. 3a, left). However, as indicated by the nonsignificant task-
by-vowel interactions (see statistical maps in Fig. 3a, left), perfor-
mance of the one-back tasks did not modulate these differences.
Note that the P2 window additionally showed a significant vowel-
by-speaker interaction, further indicating task-independent pro-
cessing of physical stimulus differences (supplemental Fig. 2,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Con-
versely, in the P340 window we observed a significant task-by-
vowel interaction which was explained by an enhanced differen-
tiation of vowels in the vowel compared with the speaker task.

Similarly, the early N1 and P2 windows showed main effects of

speaker (supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material), indicating task-independent amplitude
modulations along the speaker dimension that are reflected by
the speaker averages (Fig. 3a, right). Only in the P340 window
there was a significant task-by-speaker interaction (see statistical
maps in Fig. 3a, right), which was explained by an enhanced
differentiation of speakers in the speaker compared with the
vowel task.

The stimulus discrimination matrices in Figure 3b further il-
lustrate these effects. For both vowel and speaker averages and for
three time windows of interest, we color coded the pairwise sta-
tistical differences (t values) between responses. It can be seen
that in the early windows the discrimination between stimuli is
task independent (as shown by the low t values in the vowel-
speaker difference matrices), whereas in the window centered

Figure 3. ERP activity elicited by the same speech stimuli grouped across vowels or speakers. a, ERP effects for vowel and
speaker averages recorded at a left temporal electrode during the speaker, vowel, and passive control task. Statistical topographic
maps show significant task � vowel and task � speaker interactions (thresholded at p � 0.05, corresponding to F(2,26) � 3.4)
in the P340 (310 –370 ms), but not in the preceding N1 (90 –130 ms) or P2 (170 –230 ms) window. In these maps, green-to-red
colors encode significance values, the blue color indicates the absence of a significant effect. b, Stimulus discrimination matrices
illustrating pairwise statistical differences (color-coded t values) between ERP amplitudes of vowels (left) and speakers (right) at
the same left temporal electrode. Rows represent discrimination matrices for the speaker, vowel, and vowel � speaker task. In
the 310 –370 ms window, the difference matrices (vowel � speaker task) indicate increased vowel discrimination during per-
formance of the vowel task (red/orange colors) and increased speaker discrimination during performance of the speaker task (blue
colors).
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around 340 ms the discrimination between stimuli is emphasized
for the task-relevant stimulus dimension.

Like in both active tasks, the N1 and P2 windows in the passive
task showed comparable responses for vowel and speaker aver-
ages. In the later P340 window, the amplitudes of vowel and
speaker responses paralleled those observed in the vowel task.

In summary, our ERP results indicate task-independent anal-
ysis of acoustic and phonetic features of speech stimuli in early
time windows (N1–P2), followed by a task-dependent analysis of
the behaviorally relevant stimulus dimension in the P340 win-
dow. This suggests that during the performance of the one-back
vowel and speaker identity tasks, the latter time window is crucial
for the maintenance and/or retrieval of abstract representations
of the stimuli beyond their acoustic implementation.

Transient phase reorganization of alpha oscillations
In early time windows EEG activity elicited during the speaker,
vowel, and passive tasks showed comparable power and phase
changes across the different frequency bands (supplemental Fig.
3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Like

the grand-average ERP waveforms (sup-
plemental Fig. 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material),
spectral changes subsequently showed
stronger sustained responses after 	250
ms during the speaker and vowel than in
the passive task, similarly reflecting the ad-
ditional cognitive demands posed by both
active tasks.

To investigate the role of neuronal os-
cillations in coding abstract properties of
speech stimuli, we focused our further
analyses on intertrial phase coherence
(ITC) and examined how performance of
the vowel versus speaker task influenced
the synchronization between EEG re-
sponses. Statistical maps in Figure 4a rep-
resent t-maps and time windows of in-
creased intertrial phase synchronization in
the alpha band for speakers compared
with vowels during the speaker task (top
row), for vowels compared with speakers
during the vowel task (middle row) and
the topographical distribution of signifi-
cant task-by-grouping interactions (bot-
tom row, masked at p � 0.05, correspond-
ing to F(1,13) � 4.7). In the time windows
corresponding to N1 and P2, these maps
indicate a tendency toward task-
dependent intertrial phase alignment be-
tween speakers (vowels), but the corre-
sponding ANOVAs showed no significant
task-by-grouping interaction. The ex-
pected pattern of phase alignment along
the behaviorally relevant stimulus dimen-
sion started in the 250 –310 ms time win-
dow and most strongly showed in the sub-
sequent P340 window (Fig. 4a, bottom
row). Thus, at temporal electrodes alpha
oscillations demonstrated a significantly
increased phase synchronization between
speakers compared with vowels during the
speaker task (Fig. 4a, top row), and the

opposite pattern of increased synchronization between vowels
compared with speakers in the vowel task (Fig. 4a, middle row).
None of the other frequency band showed a significant reorgani-
zation of responses along the task-relevant stimulus dimension.

The observed alpha ITC effects additionally indicated a right
hemispheric bias for the speaker task and a left hemispheric bias
for the vowel task. These potential lateralization differences were
further examined by comparing average vowel � speaker ITC
values over left versus right temporal electrodes (Fig. 4b). Statis-
tical tests indicated a significant leftward bias for stimulus-
dependent alpha phase reorganization in the P340 window dur-
ing the vowel task ( p � 0.05), whereas the right hemispheric bias
during the speaker task did not reach significance ( p � 0.1).
None of the other time windows showed significant hemispheric
differences. But, like the topographical maps (Fig. 4b), the aver-
age left and right temporal vowel � speaker ITC values further
show a build-up of alpha phase reorganization in the preceding
time windows. Finally, similar to our ERP findings, vowel �
speaker ITC values confirm a tendency to favor the vowel dimen-
sion in the passive task, i.e., increased ITC in the alpha band for

Figure 4. Task-dependent phase reorganization of stimulus-locked alpha oscillations. Intertrial phase coherence (ITC) of alpha
activity elicited by all speech stimuli was computed across vowels (vowel grouping) or across speakers (speaker grouping). a,
Statistical topographic maps in four different time windows illustrating areas of increased alpha ITC across speakers in the speaker
task (top row), across vowels in the vowel task (middle row), and electrodes showing significant task � grouping interactions
(bottom row, thresholded at p � 0.05, corresponding to F(1,13) � 4.7). b, Average (�SE) ITC differences (vowel � speaker
grouping) over left (LH) and right (RH) temporal electrodes as measured in the speaker (blue), vowel (red), and passive (black) task
in four different time windows.
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vowel grouping compared with speaker grouping in the P340
window, with a nonsignificant tendency toward a leftward hemi-
spheric bias ( p � 0.09).

Discussion
We investigated EEG activity evoked by natural speech stimuli
while participants performed different tasks that require the
tracking of speaker or vowel identity. By examining the task-
dependent modulation of ERP and oscillatory responses to
acoustically identical stimuli, we could isolate cortical processing
specifically related to the extraction and maintenance of speaker-
independent vowel information and vowel-independent speaker
information.

Time course of stimulus-driven and categorical analysis
The time course of speech processing in the different experimen-
tal tasks delineates a stage of largely stimulus-driven analysis fol-
lowed by task-specific processing of behaviorally relevant stimu-
lus categories. Stimulus-driven analysis is indicated by ERP
activity in the early time windows (N1–P2 responses) that is un-
affected by our task manipulations. This bottom-up analysis is
most likely driven by characteristic acoustic–phonetic features
such as fundamental frequency, timbre, or breathiness for
speaker discrimination (Murry and Singh, 1980; Klatt and Klatt,
1990; Belin et al., 2004), and the first and second formant fre-
quencies for vowel discrimination (Obleser et al., 2004b; Shesta-
kova et al., 2004). Our findings in these time window are thus
consistent with those of previous studies that simultaneously in-
vestigated voice and speech sound processing (Obleser et al.,
2004a; Shestakova et al., 2004).

Beyond this stage of acoustic–phonetic analysis, we aimed at
understanding the task-dependent categorization of physically
identical speech stimuli into abstract representations of vowels
and speakers. To this end we used experimental tasks that require
an active extraction of vowel (speaker) information as well as a
suppression of the task-irrelevant stimulus dimension. Further-
more, we used three instead of two (Obleser et al., 2004a) stimu-
lus levels, and demanding one-back tasks instead of simple target
detection tasks (Obleser et al., 2004a) or passive listening (Shesta-
kova et al., 2004). In the context of this paradigm, task-dependent
processing of speech occurred around 310 –370 ms, as indexed by
the selective enhancement of P340 amplitude differences for
vowels (vowel task) or speakers (speaker task). Interestingly, in
this time window, linguistic context effects have been shown to
modulate auditory cortical processing of meaningless speech syl-
lables (Bonte et al., 2006). Furthermore, the timing and polarity
of the P340 response bear resemblance to those of a voice sensi-
tive response that is elicited during the allocation of attention to
voices compared with control sounds (Levy et al., 2003).

The observed amplification of task-relevant stimulus differ-
ences (P340) may thus reflect cortical processes underlying the
formation and maintenance of abstract vowel/voice representa-
tions based on the outcome of a perceptual analysis of acoustic–
phonetic stimulus characteristics (N1–P2). Similar processes
may be used during the allocation of attention to different classes
of auditory objects such as encountered in complex auditory
scenes during everyday life (Fritz et al., 2007). Furthermore, the
finding that EEG responses in the passive task resemble those of
the vowel and not of the speaker task suggests that speech sound
and voice information have a different saliency. Thus, without
further task demands, the linguistic dimension represents the
“default” processing mode for speech. This may also explain why
in previous studies EEG/MEG responses to phonemes were

shown to reflect acoustic–phonetic features independently of
pitch (Poeppel et al., 1997) or speaker (Obleser et al., 2004a;
Shestakova et al., 2004), whereas no phoneme-invariant re-
sponses to speakers have been reported.

Cortical coding of vowel/speaker invariance
We hypothesized that the analysis of abstract properties of speech
(vowel/speaker identity) is encoded by a task-dependent realign-
ment of oscillatory activity to different acoustic events (Fig. 2).
Starting at 250 ms, our data indeed show a significantly increased
phase alignment of alpha oscillations along the behaviorally rel-
evant stimulus dimension. How could we explain such specific
reorganization of alpha phase patterns? Assume that each speech
stimulus is characterized by a unique phase pattern of neural
responses (Luo and Poeppel, 2007). During initial analysis each
of these unique responses is mostly determined by physical stim-
ulus properties and properties of the auditory cortical machinery.
Task-dependent selective attention subsequently leads to a top-
down modulation of (alpha) oscillations resulting in an align-
ment of the phases of oscillatory activity evoked by different to-
kens of either the same vowel (vowel task), or of the same speaker
(speaker task). In other words, performance of the vowel task
increases the similarity between neural responses to e.g., vowel
/a/, independent of who pronounced this vowel, whereas the
speaker task increases the similarity between neural responses to
e.g., speaker 1, independent of which vowel she/he pronounced.
This alpha phase alignment may organize neurophysiological re-
sponses such that the behaviorally relevant stimulus dimension is
maintained for further processing (von Stein et al., 2000). Inter-
estingly, phase reorganization and ERP amplitude modulations
occurred in the same time window. This raises the possibility that
alpha phase alignment contributed to the task-dependent en-
hancement of ERP amplitude differences (Fig. 3), which is con-
sistent with the suggestion that ERP waveforms are modulated by
the precise timing of alpha oscillations (Makeig et al., 2002; Kli-
mesch et al., 2007b; Mazaheri and Jensen, 2008).

As both speaker-independent vowel analysis and vowel-
independent speaker analysis demonstrated comparable time
courses and oscillatory patterning they most likely relied on sim-
ilar computational mechanisms. The different spatial distribu-
tion of the effects, and in particular the left hemispheric bias for
the vowel but not the speaker task, indicates the involvement of
distinct networks of brain areas. Based on this observation and
the putative role of alpha oscillations in modulating functional
connectivity between brain areas (von Stein et al., 2000; Kujala et
al., 2007; Brancucci et al., 2008), we hypothesize that the observed
phase reorganization operates at an interregional level. In partic-
ular, this reorganization may mediate temporal binding of dis-
tributed neural activity in distinct (auditory) cortical areas sub-
serving the abstract representation of voice and speech
(Formisano et al., 2008).

Experimental tasks requiring sound-based analysis of speech
typically lead to extensive activation of left hemispheric auditory
and higher-order cortical areas (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007). Be-
cause the vowel task required phoneme-based analysis, the ob-
served left-hemispheric bias indicates the involvement of a simi-
lar network of brain areas. The timing of such task-induced
asymmetry may depend on the type of prelexical task used, as
previous studies using low-level perceptual tasks reported an ear-
lier leftward lateralization of the N1 response (Poeppel et al.,
1996; Vihla and Salmelin, 2003). Furthermore, the frequency
band that is modulated may also depend on task demands and the
type of experimental stimuli. Thus, oscillations at frequencies
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commensurate with the timing of consecutive syllables, especially
theta oscillations, have been suggested to track the acoustic struc-
ture of intelligible speech (Ahissar et al., 2001; Luo and Poeppel,
2007). Tracking vowel or speaker identity such as investigated in
the present study requires abstraction from the acoustic speech
signal and relies on retrieval and maintenance of relevant stimu-
lus features and the inhibition of irrelevant features. Our data
support and extend previous findings that relate these type of
working memory processes to alpha band activity in dedicated
cortical areas (Krause et al., 1996; Jensen et al., 2002; Klimesch et
al., 2007a). Although alpha oscillations may also show a func-
tional segregation of lower (7–10 Hz) versus higher (10 –13.5 Hz)
frequencies, with power changes in the former reflecting overall
attention effects, and those in the latter reflecting task specific
processes (Klimesch et al., 1997), this segregation was not present
in the current data. Finally, whereas phase reorganization was not
present in the gamma band, such effects may become visible if
task demands were changed. Gamma band activity may be more
involved when requiring subjects to continuously shift their at-
tention between different speech (vowel/speaker) dimensions
(Kaiser et al., 2007), rather than using blocked speaker/vowel
tasks, or when presenting ambiguous speech stimuli (Basirat et
al., 2008).

Cognitive role of alpha phase synchronization
Most human EEG/MEG studies have focused on estimates of
stimulus or task-related power changes, which reflect the amount
of underlying synchronous neural activity. Instead, we focused
on phase information, which unlike power estimates, directly
relates to the timing of neural activity (Engel et al., 2001; Salinas
and Sejnowski, 2001). Our findings highlight the importance of
the precise timing of the phase of alpha oscillations for cortical
information processing. Furthermore, they demonstrate a spe-
cific role of alpha phase alignment in the adaptive tuning of neu-
ral activity enabling abstract and task-dependent analysis of sen-
sory input. This extends views on the functional significance of
alpha band activity in humans which originally linked this fre-
quency band to cortical “idling” (Adrian and Matthews, 1934)
and more recently to inhibitory control (Klimesch et al., 2007a).
Interestingly, our data provide an empirical demonstration of the
view that the precise timing of alpha oscillations “gates” the di-
rection of perceptual (von Stein et al., 2000) or sensory–semantic
(Klimesch et al., 2008) processing in the brain. A similarly active
and cognitive role is also suggested by recent MEG findings show-
ing task-specific top-down modulations of interareal alpha phase
coherence in humans (Kujala et al., 2007). Although the present
data specifically focused on sound and voice based analysis of
speech, dynamic reorganization of stimulus-evoked oscillatory
(alpha) activity may provide a more general neural mechanism
underlying auditory object formation. In conclusion, our results
show that the transient and goal-dependent realignment of neu-
ronal oscillatory responses enables different abstract representa-
tions of the same sensory (auditory) input.
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